Dear Parent or Administrator,
Hi. I’m Gordon Greenberg, Co-Artistic Director of the Broadway Teaching Group, Broadway’s most
comprehensive education program. Each year, we serve thousands of students and educators from around the world, in
conjunction with our partners, Playbill and Music Theatre International. Our mission is to connect students with practicing
Broadway artists for learning experiences that build their core skills both as artists and as people. In a world where creativity,
communication, and collaboration are key to success in any field, these workshops are the spark that opens the door to invention.
As a Broadway director, I work with only the highest quality teaching artists; Broadway performers and creators who have an
innate understanding of students and a deeply personal investment in cultivating their imaginations.
Each Broadway Student Summit revolves around an acclaimed Broadway show. Your child will work directly with the Music
Director, Dance Captain, Resident Director, and cast members in workshops such as Acting, Dance, Playwriting, Improvisation,
and Vocal Performance, learning material from the show they will be seeing and gaining a deeper understanding of the creative
process.
Our professional development program for educators, the Broadway Teachers Workshop, began in 2001 and now brings together
over 1,000 theatre teachers every summer on Broadway with graduate credit, three weeks of intensive workshops, and an illustrious
list of guest artists including Lin Manuel Miranda (Hamilton), Stephen Sondheim (Into The Woods, Sweeney Todd), Chita Rivera (West
Side Story), Stephen Schwartz (Wicked), Bobby Lopez (The Book of Mormon), Marsha Norman (The Color Purple), Susan Stroman (The
Producers), to name a few.
The Student Summit was created for those high-level educators to offer their students a similarly inspiring and enriching
experience on Broadway. In the past ten years, it has flourished and armed alumni with skills that we believe are as valuable on
stage as they are in corporate settings, classrooms or anywhere else their lives may take them.
Your child’s teacher is offering students an extraordinary opportunity to spend an immersive weekend with the finest theatre artists
in the world. We believe every student has an important story to tell, and we want to
help them connect with it - through workshops, engaging with fellow students from around the world, and interaction with
Broadway professionals.
If you would like to learn more about Broadway Teaching Group and the Broadway Student Summit, please
visit www.broadwayteachinggroup.com. Or, I’d be happy to respond to any personal inquiries about our organization and its
mission.

Sincerely,
Gordon Greenberg
Co-Artistic Director
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